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	The Bittinger Graphs and Models series helps students “see the math” and learn algebra

	by making connections between mathematical concepts and their real-world applications.

	The authors use a variety of tools and techniques—including side-by-side algebraic

	and graphical solutions and graphing calculators, when appropriate—to engage and

	motivate all types of learners. The authors have included an abundance of applications,

	many of which use real data, giving students a lens through which to learn the math.





	Appropriate for a one-term course in intermediate algebra, Intermediate Algebra:

	Graphs and Models, Fourth Edition, is intended for those students who have completed

	a first course in algebra. This text is more interactive than most other intermediate texts.

	Our goal is to enhance the learning process by encouraging students to visualize the

	mathematics and by providing as much support as possible to help students in their study

	of algebra. Elementary and Intermediate Algebra: Graphs and Models, Fourth Edition,

	is also part of this series.

	The Bittinger Graphs and Models Series helps readers learn algebra by making connections between mathematical concepts and their real-world applications. Abundant applications, many of which use real data, offer students a context for learning the math. The authors use a variety of tools and techniques—including graphing calculators, multiple approaches to problem solving, and interactive features—to engage and motivate all types of learners.
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Arduino: A Quick-Start GuidePragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	Arduino is an open-source platform that makes DIY electronics projects easier than ever. Gone are the days when you had to learn electronics theory and arcane programming languages before you could even get an LED to blink. Now, with this new edition of the bestsellingArduino: A Quick-Start Guide, readers with no electronics experience...
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Digital Video and HDTV Algorithms and Interfaces (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003

	Rapidly evolving computer and communications technologies have achieved data transmission rates and data storage capacities high enough for digital video. But video involves much more than just pushing bits! Achieving the best possible image quality, accurate color, and smooth motion requires understanding many aspects of image acquisition,...
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Excel Programming with VBA StarterPackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to Excel VBA Starter. This book has been especially created to provide

	you with all the information that you need to get up to speed with programming

	with VBA (Visual Basic for Applications). You will learn the basics of VBA, get

	started with building your first VBA code, create user-defined functions to work

	out...
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Delivering Sustainable Buildings: An Industry Insider's ViewJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The UK government has committed to reducing the nation’s carbon emissions by 80% by 2050. Buildings currently use almost half of the UK’s generated energy and they are now the focus of an unprecedented drive to cut energy use in our homes, offices, schools, libraries – in fact in almost every building, public or private.
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Windows XP in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2002
This compact and comprehensive book systematically unveils what resolute users of the new Windows XP operating system will find interesting and useful, with little-known details, utility programs, and configuration settings all captured in a consistent reference format.
A hands-on guide, Windows XP in a Nutshell cuts through the hype...
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CCSP SECUR Exam Cram 2 (642-501)Que, 2003
          Exam Cram 2 fills the needs of 1,000s of Certified Security Specialists and new security cert candidates looking to upgrade to a CCSP.

	
    SECUR is the first and most important of the 5 required exams to obtain a CCSP. 
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